
Cordless 
Vacuuming:
Why you
should make
the switch to a
Victor Nimrod.



Cordless vacuums have been designed and created to tackle the flaws
associated with traditional machines. Weighing significantly less, they are
easier to carry, manoeuvre and clean flooring than your standard vacuum.
The Cleaning Industry is yet to see a Cordless Vacuum that excels in a
commercial environment, until the latest design from the iconic floorcare
brand Victor, with their newest model, the Nimrod. 

The Victor Nimrod is the first handheld vacuum developed to deliver high
performance for light commercial use. More powerful and robust than many
domestic stick vacuums, the Nimrod is lightweight and easily manoeuvrable,
minimising health and safety risks associated with heavy tub-vacuums, whilst
ensuring an ergonomic and comfortable user experience.

Why you should switch to
Cordless Vacuuming
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Why switch to the Victor Nimrod?
Lighter than standard
vacuums.

Unrestricted from cords and
proximity to power sockets.

Smaller than normal vacuums
and easy to store.

Made by Victor Floorcare, industry
leading floorcare brand.

24V battery with a runtime of 35
minutes.

Thoroughly vacuuming facilities not only enhances the aesthetic of a room,
but raises the level of hygiene, reduces harmful bacteria, and eradicates dirt.
But this can be difficult with corded vacuums that are restricted by length,
are prone to tangling, and are extremely heavy.

E.P.A Filter ensures clean
exhaust air.

https://arrowcounty.com/
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Commercial vs Domestic Vacuum
Commercial Vacuum Domestic Vacuum

Designed for commercial use

Low maintenance required

Versatile cleaning range

Highly cost-effective

Designed for household tasks

Requires maintenance

Limited to sucking dry, small debris

Easily breaks, requiring excess costs 

The Victor Nimrod benefits from different modifications that can alter how the
hoover is used. Removing the long tube leaves you with a smaller, lighter and
more portable alternative. This allows for difficult, tight spaces to be effectively
vacuumed with little effort. The attachments can be easily removed and
placed back on for ease-of-use and a high-performance that can be tailored
to your task. 

Unlike domestic vacuums, the Victor Nimrod is equipped with two speed
options, ensuring that the vacuum is highly effective in the removal of dust,
and particles. Paired with its bagless and cordless design, unlike other
commercial vacuums on the market, the Victor Nimrod is the ultimate solution
for safe, and effective hoovering.
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